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Abstract. The Internet and its media enables individuals to collaboratively work
together across geographical and time barriers. Older adults could benefit from
this advances by becoming active as a mentor or coach, passing on their
professional knowledge, which often lies idle when they retire. To allow
younger generations to benefit from older adults’ professional experience and
knowledge we aim at developing an online platform to foster a professional
exchange. Therefore, we investigated users’ requirements for successful online
cooperation, and carried out workshops and expert interviews. Two important
aspects were identified: (1) The quality of the relationship and (2) the way
cooperative processes are established and maintained. We discuss the gathered
results through the lens of social capital theory. This approach allows us to
reflect upon requirements to facilitate social cooperation and the development of
trustful relationships. Based on our findings, implications for the development
of an online platform for intergenerational knowledge transfer are provided.
Keywords: Online Cooperation, Social Capital, Mentoring.

1 Introduction
Employment fills a large proporation of our lives. It creates meaning, provides
financial security and has an impact on our social relationships at work and beyond.
During the course of our working life we acquire a conisderable amount of
(professional) knowledge that often gets lost when we retire. Within an international
research project1 we aim at developing an online platform that connects experienced
older adults with younger generations and enables intergenerational cooperation and
knowledge exchange for the benefit of all parties involved. Hence, the platform
provides, e.g., a valuable opportunity for older adults to stay active even when retired
and it could also be beneficial for companies to encourage their older employees in
using the platform to support younger employees and, thereby, avoid that knoweldge
and experience gets lost when older employees retire.
1

For further information please visit the project website: www.pro-me.eu
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We consider knowledge sharing not only as exchanging information, but as
developmental interactions [14], characterized by trust, which can be considered as
important precondition for successful cooperation [50]. We focus on two specific
forms of a dyadic cooperative engagement, which procure change in terms of
thinking, behavior, attitude, or performance and have the purpose to improve skills or
to transfer knowledge [23], i.e,. coaching and mentoring. Both forms are generally
undertaken in a direct and personal way, however, advances in technology created
opportunities for innovative work practices and allow to overcome boundaries of
place to facilitate greater career mobility [19]. Nevertheless, the economics of online
interaction and cooperation are different in contrast to meeting a person face-to-face
(FtF) [32] and bring along a variety of challenges [4], e.g., a high likelihood of
miscommunication or a slower development of relationships, caused by missing
nonverbal cues [19]. For example, the lack of possibilities to provide immediate
feedback based on direct observations might have an impact on the relationship. Our
motivation is to provide older adults with an opportunity for sharing experiences and
knowledge they have acquired throughout the course of their professional life and that
often gets lost when they retire.
The main research question we aim to answer is: “What does an online platform
need to provide to facilitate meaningful, individual, and collaborative relationships in
the absence of face-to-face meetings?” Apart from features that allow users to easily
communicate with each other (e.g., audio or video communication), we aim at
developing specific tools that facilitate cooperative processes and that nurture trustful
relationships. Target groups are older adults, who are willing to share their
professional knowlede and younger generations, who are seeking for advice, e.g.,
when starting a career. We do not address professional mentors or coaches, however,
we focus on mentoring and/or coaching relationships between individuals, who are
matched via the platform (i.e., according to their area of expertise). Therebey, we are
confident that users need to develop their role on the platform according to their skills
and needs and our aim is to support this process the best we can.
To answer our central research question we followed a User-Centered Design
(UCD) approach [39] that aimed at identifying our target groups’ requirements when
exchanging knowledge online. We carried out workshops with potential end users
(older and younger adults) and interviewed experts (professional mentors/coaches) to
gain insights on best practices and pitfalls. We analyzed the data by means of a
qualitative content analysis [36] and reflected upon the major results using Social
Capital Theory (SCT) as an analytical lens. The theory summarizes various important
facets of social cooperation [18] and can be considered as a useful approach to inform
research in the context of online cooperation [28]. We apply SCT to better understand
users’ requirements in order to support beneficial relationships and successful
cooperative processes for the benefit of both target groups. Based on our findings, we
will discuss major requirements to establish and maintain beneficial relationships and
we will provide first implications for the developement of an online platform, which
aims at fostering the development of such cooperative relationships.
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2

Background and Related Work

In the following, we will describe two forms of cooperative engagement that build the
starting point in our research, i.e., coaching and mentoring. Both forms reflect a kind
of partnership, and we consider them suitable to support cooperative intergenerational
relationships, which is the major goal we aim to achieve with the platform. In this
section we will furthermore provide a brief overview on the theory of Social Capital
(SC), which is central for the analysis of our data.

2.1

Coaching and Mentoring

Throughout the last years the terms coaching and mentoring have subtly altered and
have become interchangeable [23], however, they need to be considered as different
forms of engagement. Whereas coaching aims at facilitating the achievement of a
specific goal [26], mentoring relates to the idea of providing general life advice,
personal development, and support [21].
According to Liu et al. [33], cooperation refers to “ways that individuals work
interdependently and contribute efforts to achieve mutual benefits through active
participation and communication among one another” (p. 505). Cooperative processes
are complex and require communication, mutual respect, reciprocity, and the
definition of responsibilities and goals. These processes become even more complex
when cooperation partners are locally separated or working in different time zones
[33]. Thus, developing a better understanding of how we can specifically support
cooperative processes in terms of developmental online relationships is a big
challenge. For the purpose of our research, we focus on two forms of cooperation that
allow sharing professional knowledge and expertise, i.e., coaching and mentoring.
Coaching can be defined as “solution-focused, result-orientated, and systematic
process in which the coach facilitates the enhancement of life experience and goal
attainment in the personal and/or professional life’ of a coachee” [26, p. 254].
Coaching focuses on one specific goal and can be described as a dialogue between
a coach and a coachee with the aim to unlock the potential of an individual. The
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral sides of a person are considered [51]. Mentoring
is a stable dyadic relationship between an experienced mentor and a mentee,
characterized by mutual trust and goodwill [52], and often happens in context with
career development [43, 46, 24]. The mentor has a great deal of background
knowledge or informal organizational knowledge and can tactically help the mentee
to develop his/her job skills/position [52]. In contrast to the coach, who supports the
protégé with respect to one specific goal, the mentor gives general life advice and
supports personal development.
In terms of definitions for e-mentoring and e-coaching, we could hardly identify
any differences to traditional FtF relationships. Both forms of cooperation differ in the
way that FtF meetings are replaced through digital communication. Single and Muller
[47], for example, describe e-mentoring as a computer-mediated relationship between
an experienced mentor and his/her protégé focusing on a developmental relationship.
Accordingly, e-coaching is defined as a developmental relationship that is enabled
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through different forms of computer-mediated communication, e.g., e-mail or online
chat [48]. Philippart and Gluesing [41] emphasize one difference between ementoring and traditional mentoring: e-mentoring is less paternalistic but more
egalitarian than traditional mentoring. In accordance with this idea, Bierema and
Merriam [4] define e-mentoring as “computer mediated, mutually beneficial
relationship between a mentor and a protégé which provides learning, advising,
encouraging, promoting, and modeling, that is often boundaryless, egalitarian, and
qualitatively different than traditional face-to-face mentoring” (p. 214).
The benefits of e-coaching and e-mentoring are widely acknowledged with respect
to one’s academic success, career, or personal development [4]. However, both forms
face the same challenges that go along with the absence of FtF meetings, i.e.,
cultivating a successful relationship. Barriers and challenges may arise through
natural cultural differences or time zone differences [41], finding the “right”
collaboration partner, or develop levels of trust and confidence [4]. There are a variety
of areas in which e-mentoring or e-coaching systems are meanwhile applied, ranging
from autonomous systems that improve people’s health behavior [31] to tools that
support learning processes [48]. However, there is limited research on how to address
the challenge of creating a beneficial and effective partnership in the absence of
regular FtF meetings. Lojeski and Reilly [34], for example, investigated
geographically dispersed work teams and found out that the lack of FtF interactions
led to virtual distance, a “psychological distance that results when people interact
mainly through electronic media” (p.10). The authors describe it as a
multidimensional concept that is constituted by temporal, spatial, and relational facets
[35]. Philippart and Gluesing [41] take up this conceptual model of virtual distance
and examine intercultural cooperation in e-mentoring partnerships. They provide
valuable insights and implications for the management of teams. However, they do
not discuss how cooperation and/or beneficial relationships can be supported best.

2.2

Social Capital Theory

In order to answer our research question, i.e,. how the online platform needs to be
designed in order to faciliate meaningful, individual, and collaborative relationships
in the absence of FtF meetings, we applied SCT as an analytical lens. In the following
paragraph we will briefly describe the central idea of the theory and why it is useful to
answer our main research question.
SCT has a long-standing tradition in Sociology and still raises the attention of
researchers in many disciplines [22]. Pierre Bourdieu, James Coleman, and Robert
Putnam can be considered as its three main theorists [20]. The theory encompasses
the idea that relationships have got value, i.e., allow access to resources, which are
embedded in social structures [11]. These resources are made up, for example, by
information, knowledge, or favors, and allow achievements that won’t be possible
without this kind of social capital [10]. Hence, it can be considered as a source for
social action [10], which is one of the major reasons, why we consider this theory
useful for the development of our platform.
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Coleman [11] describes different forms of SC, i.e., characters of social
relationships that provide useful resources for individuals. Some examples, we
consider important for the purpose of this paper, are described in the following
paragraphs. According to Coleman [11], obligations and expectations that arise from a
relationship (e.g., a friendship) shape SC. For example, if we provide support to a
friend, we expect that the friend will offer support in the future. An obligation is put
on the friend and we - at the same time - gain a kind of credit slip [11]. This form of
SC relies on trust, has a reciprocal character, and through the process of giving and
taking, social relationships and capital are produced and reproduced [8]. At the same
time, this reciprocal process supports the development of mutual trust and can also be
considered as an important prerequisite for SC [18].
Moreover, social norms and corresponding sanctions create a powerful form of SC.
Coleman [11] describes expectations, obligations, and information potential as forms
that apply for personal relationships, e.g., friendships or acquaintances. Thereby,
social norms need to be considered in a broader social context (e.g., an organization)
and shape action in a certain way. Furthermore, Coleman [11] describes three main
forces that create and maintain SC, i.e., closure, stability, and ideology. Closure refers
to internal cohesion within a group and is characterized by common norms, sanctions,
and reputation. Stability within a group has positive effects on SC, i.e., with respect to
roles and expectations. Coming back to the initial example, the stability of the
relationship between us and a friend clearly defines the expectations and obligations.
Finally, ideology encompasses the idea to work for the interest of something or
someone else. It creates an invisible connection between individuals within a group
[see 11].
With respect to knowledge sharing, Nahapiet and Ghoshal [37] distinguish
between structural, relational, and cognitive dimensions of SC, which are highly
interrelated with each other. The structural dimension refers to presence or absence of
network ties and can be described by the density or hierarchy. The relational
dimension reflects more on the personal and emotional attachments between
individuals developing over time. The key components are, for example, trust,
obligations, and expectations. Finally, the cognitive dimension encompasses resources
that provide shared interpretations (e.g., a common language) [see 37].
To date, computer science has contributed to the discourse about SC by providing a
variety of computer applications that overcome spatial or temporal boundaries and
facilitate users’ mutual awareness of each other [29], providing the infrastructures to
facilitate SC among groups of people [1]. Present research explores various aspects of
SC, specifically the role of trust. Gaddis [22], for example, investigates characteristics
that are important to foster mentoring relationships. The author examined 355 youths
and their relationships with mentors and found out that the amount of time individuals
spent together and the level of trust had positive effects for youths. However, SC does
not automatically guarantee positive effects for individuals. In the course of a failed
offshore project, where the relation between control and trust was investigated, Boden
et al. [6] show that SC is not a guarantee for successful performance with respect to
cooperative processes. In the organizational context, SC is mainly discussed in terms
of knowledge management, allowing individuals to make use of resources within their
social network [49]. Hereby, knowledge management systems can have a positive
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effect on an organization’s capability to build SC. This, in turn, positively influences
knowledge exchange [44].

3

Research Context

Within our research project, we address the challenge of building up intergenerational
relationships in the absence of regular FtF meetings and aim at discussing how
cooperative e-coaching and e-mentoring processes can be supported best. To identify
requirements for successful online cooperation we applied SCT as an analytical lens.

3.1

Methodological Approach

To understand what an online platform needs to provide to faciliate meaningful,
individual, and collaborative relationships in the absence of FtF meetings, we applied
a UCD approach [38]. We carried out workshops with potential users and expert
interviews [7]. Experts were either active as professional coaches or had professional
experiences in the field of mentoring. Whereas the workshops aimed at understanding
potential users’ practices to share knowledge (online), the expert interviews focused
on the topic from a professional point of view and aimed at exploring differences
between coaching and mentoring and identifying pitfalls and success factors in these
kinds of relationships.
Workshops. The workshops aimed at capturing the perspective of our target groups
to share professional knowledge via an online platform. We involved older adults,
who could imagine to provide support for others (potential coaches/mentors), and
younger adults, who could imagine acquiring knowledge from somebody else
(potential coachees and mentees). Overall, five workshops were carried out in three
different countries. Altogether 33 participants, aged between 24 years and 81 years
(M = 58.79, SD = 14.74) took part. Participants’ professional backgrounds were quite
different covering a variety of professions such as psychotherapists, technicians,
engineers, managers, and secretaries. None of them had professional expertise in
terms of coaching and mentoring. Most of the participants indicated that they could
imagine providing support for others (n=21), some could alternatively imagine taking
support from others (n=8), and a few (n=4) indicated that they could imagine getting
active by providing and acquiring support. All workshops took approximately two
hours, with a short break of 15 minutes.
The workshops were structured as follows. In the first part, participants were
introduced to the general idea of the project, which is building up an online platform
that allows sharing professional knowledge across generations. Moreover, they were
told that different forms of engagement should be enabled (e.g., taking over the role
of a coach or mentor) according to the needs of the users. Afterwards, we triggered a
discussion addressing three major topics, i.e., expectations, motives, and needs.
Expectations refer to potential users’ ideas for the development of the platform and
encompass, for example, communication channels they would like to use, information
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they would like to share, or benefits they would expect to gain when providing their
knowledge (e.g., What kind of communication channels would you like to use to
share your knowledge and why?). Needs refer to the relational aspects of the
cooperative relationship, e.g., qualities such as honesty, or reciprocity (e.g., What
kind of personal information would you be willing to share?). Motives encompass the
motivation to become active on the platform or triggers to keep investing in a
cooperative relationship (e.g., What would be your motivation to become active on
the platform?).
In the second part of the workshop, participants were split into small working
groups. Although the distribution of younger and older adults was not balanced, the
workshop leader took care that both perspectives (potential provider and potential
receiver) were represented within one group. Participants were asked to develop
scenarios and to discuss and reflect upon the process of informal coaching/mentoring
sessions. In order to motivate and effectively involve users in the scenario
development, we applied the instant card technique [3]. It is a participatory design
method that uses especially designed cards that provide contextual information (e.g.,
devices that could be used, moment of use) and, thus, support the development of first
usage scenarios.
Participants were asked, for example, to write down what kind of communication
modes they would prefer, e.g., if they would like to use their desktop computer or
rather a mobile device. Moreover, we encouraged them to reflect upon their role when
being a provider or receiver of support. Furthermore, they were asked to think about
challenges they expect to face, problems that might occur, resources they could use,
and benefits they expect when sharing/acquiring knowledge. This information was
written down on the cards. Afterwards, the cards were placed on a flip chart. Based on
that information, participants were asked to develop scenarios that describe how a
mentor-mentee/coach-coachee relationship could look like. They could write down
text but had also the possibility to draw first sketches, e.g., how communication and
cooperation tools could look like. In the third and final part of the workshop, all
participants met again in the plenum and they presented their scenarios and major
points of their discussion. All workshops were video-recorded and the workshop
leader took additional notes on a flip chart.
Expert Interviews. Within the semi-structured interviews [2] with experts, we
investigated how, for example, coaching/mentoring sessions are structured and
identified best practices and common pitfalls. We also explored differences between
the two forms of cooperative engagement (coaching and mentoring) to better
understand how or even if we could support and facilitate different forms of
engagement on the platform. Overall, six experts with at least four years of work
experience as mentor and/or coach were interviewed. They were aged between 42 and
57 years (M = 54.16, SD = 8.28). The interviews were structured as follows. In the
beginning, experts were asked to describe their general field of activity (e.g., Please,
briefly describe your working area). During the interview, we asked about their
general experiences and encouraged them to think about success factors and pitfalls.
At the end of the interview, they were introduced to the general idea of the project and
were asked to indicate what the platform should provide to support their work. Each
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interview lasted approximately one hour and was audio recorded. Additionally, the
interviewer took notes.

3.2

Data Analysis

The interviews and the workshops were analyzed by means of a qualitative content
analysis. We focused on content structuring that aims at organizing the data based on
certain topics, content, or aspects [35]. First, we analyzed the workshops. The major
topics that guided this initial structuring process were users’ expectations, motives,
and needs as described above. We first highlighted key words that appear to capture
these three main topics. These key words were then grouped into subcategories,
addressing similar thoughts. Second, we analyzed the interviews. The major topics
that guided our first analysis were characteristics of mentor-mentee relationships,
success factors, and pitfalls. Key words that were related to these topics were
highlighted and afterwards grouped into meaningful categories. Within the content
analysis of the data gathered within the workshops and the expert interviews, we
finally identified categories that address two major topics. The first topic refers to the
nature of cooperative relationships, i.e., qualities that characterize the relationship
such as trust, reliability, or empathy. The second topic addresses cooperative
processes, i.e., communication tools that might be used. In addition, success factors
and pitfalls within cooperative relationships were identified. This process allowed us
to gain a holistic perspective on the data, complementing data from the workshops
with data from the expert interviews.

4

Results

We will now focus on the results of our workshops and expert interviews, which are
structured according to the two identified topics, (1) characteristics of the relationship
and (2) cooperative processes. As already mentioned in the beginning, the terms
mentoring and coaching have become interchangeable [22]. Not surprisingly, our
workshop participants used the terms mentor and coach (respectively mentee,
coachee) rather synonymously. For the sake of simplicity, we use the terms
“provider” and “receiver” of support. Provider encompass potential users, who could
imagine offering support on the platform (i.e., including both, mentor and coach),
whereby the term receiver (i.e., including mentee and coachee) is used for potential
users, who could imagine taking the role of somebody who makes use of the service.
In using that terminology, we do not claim that mentoring and coaching relationships
are strictly unidirectional. To the contrary, we insist on the need for mutual benefits.

4.1

Characteristics of Provider-Receiver Relationships

During the discussions within the workshops, participants discussed the qualities that
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characterize the relationship between two cooperating parties. Thereby, trust,
reliability, commitment, empathy, and clearly defined roles were identified as
important qualities for the success of a relationship between a provider and a receiver
to facilitate meaningful collaborative relationships in the absence of FtF meetings.
Trust, Reliability & Commitment. Not surprisingly, trust was identified as one core
component for a successful cooperative relationship, i.e., as an important precondition
that actually enables the exchange of knowledge. This can be illustrated by the
following statement of a workshop participant (P2): “The relationship between a
mentor and mentee needs to be based on honesty and trust.” Accordingly, distrust was
identified as an obstacle for cooperation. Potential providers of support pointed out
that they would not be willing to provide knowledge for others, if they are not
trustworthy. The results also indicate that commitment and reliability are closely
related to notions of trust. Participants from our workshops emphasized, for example,
that a cooperative relationship requires commitment from both parties and the
willingness to “invest whatever it takes to build a close and trustworthy relationship”
(P11). They would hesitate if they have the feeling of being exploited or when they
miss commitment from the receiver (e.g., missing willingness to cooperate). Another
factor is reliability. Potential providers specifically pointed out that they consider, for
example, keeping appointments as important precondition to invest in a cooperative
relationship. Moreover, they stated that both parties need to be honest, which can be
illustrated by the following quote of a workshop participant (P8): “A mentee should
not feel embarrassed to tell his/her mentor what actually bothers him/her, e.g., talking
about one’s weaknesses. Hence, if a mentor recognizes that s/he cannot support the
mentee any further, it is important to redirect the mentee to another mentor.”
From the experts’ perspective, trust has been identified as success factor for
coaching and seems to be even more important within a mentoring relationship, as the
mentor often gives life advice and supports the mentee with respect to his/her
personal development. Hence, distrust might be a hindrance for successful
cooperative relationships. During the workshops, trust was also discussed with respect
to security and privacy issues. However, the topics that were discussed refer more to
system trust than to interpersonal trust, whereby they are connected to each other. For
example, if a person does not trust that the system protects his/her privacy sphere s/he
won’t engage with other users on that platform.
A lot of our workshop participants had concerns regarding the management of
intellectual property rights (IPR) and data abuse, but also indicated that these
concerns are not different to the concerns they have when being active on a social
media site, such as Facebook. Moreover, they won’t be willing to reveal certain kinds
of personal information on the platform. A photo, the home address, or one’s date of
birth were considered as sensitive information. To ensure and enhance perceived
security (i.e., trust in the system), participants suggested that the system should enable
users to delete old entries on the platform. Moreover, they would prefer to provide
personal information (e.g., about former employers) FtF than via the platform.
Overall, we identified a tension between providing/acquiring personal information
and the fear of data abuse. On one hand, participants expect their cooperation partner
to reveal a variety of information, while on the other hand, they fear that their privacy
could be violated.
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Empathy. Apart from trust, empathy has been identified as requirement for a
successful cooperative relationship. From our experts’ point of view, it encompasses
the ability to respond to somebody else (e.g., being aware that their coachees and
mentees are sometimes under pressure because of professional reasons). Moreover, a
coach needs to be able to refrain from his/her own ideas and needs to avoid providing
already the solution for a problem the coachee is struggling with. Experts pointed out
that coaching and mentoring requires a positive, valuing tenor, which needs to be
considered specifically at the beginning of the relationship. A coach, for example,
who supports the coachee to reach a certain goal, needs to convey the feeling that s/he
(the coachee) has a variety of resources to solve his/her problems. The issue of
appreciation and mutual recognition was also raised by our workshop participants. Of
course, it can become visible in a variety of ways but we would like to point out one
example, given by a potential provider of support. S/he said that mutual recognition
can become visible in a “material way”, for example, that the mentee invites his/her
mentor for dinner. Regardless of the way appreciation and mutual recognition become
visible, it has been identified as important need in cooperative relationships.
Clearly Defined Roles. In addition to the characteristics that facilitate cooperative
relationships, we identified participants’ needs for clearly defined roles. Participants
indicated that they would need to know what it actually means taking over the role of
a mentor or a coach before becoming active on the platform. One participant, for
example, said (P3): “We need a code of behavior that all users know the rules of the
game, i.e., know how to interact with each other properly.” Specifically, with regard
to the role of the coach, experts pointed out that it is important to create awareness for
the coachee that the coach will not provide the solution for the given problem, but
will simply trigger different perspectives. Obligations that are bound to a specific role
need to be clear for the coachee, i.e., a coach needs to inform his/her protégé about
what s/he can expect.
Additionally, participants pointed out that that potential cooperating parties should
talk about their expectations before starting a professional relationship. For example,
one workshop participant raised the potential problem of having too high
expectations. This could lead to disappointments on both sides. In this context, the
need for a kind of pre-defined contract was discussed, i.e., a set of rules or mutual
obligations that are defined for both parties, which could encompass, for example, the
frequency of regular meetings or the goals that need to be achieved. In terms of the
pre-defined contract, participants discussed the importance of an IPR management. It
reflects the need for protecting IPR: knowledge that is shared or documents that are
provided (e.g., guidelines how to build up a business plan) should not be forwarded to
third parties. Participants pointed out that these issues need to be clearly defined in the
beginning of the relationship.

4.2

Processes in Collaborative Relationships

The second major topic refers to requirements that need to be met to support
cooperative processes, e.g., the process of getting started with a collaboration partner.
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Start the Process. The process of starting a relationship (i.e., when provider and
receiver get in contact for the first time) was a prominent point of discussion within
the workshops. Potential receivers stated that at least one FtF meeting with a
prospective provider would be required, especially at the beginning. Otherwise, they
could not imagine working together successfully. The major concerns that participants
raised refer to the lack of personal contact and the absence of regular FtF meetings,
which could negatively influence the communication. Moreover, participants
discussed that the platform can not compensate for the lack of FtF meetings. This is
illustrated in the following statement (P1): “A personal FtF conversation can not be
replaced through any kind of technology.”
This topic was also addressed by our experts. They pointed out that the initial
phase, when both cooperation partners meet each other for the first time, is crucial in
order to find out if they can actually work together. This applies to the role of the
mentor as well as to the role of the coach. However, it might even be more important
within a mentoring relationship, where the focus is more on the personal development
and, therefore, more personal details might be disclosed within the relationship. One
expert (E5) said: “You need to figure out if the chemistry is right” meaning that an
important precondition for successful cooperation is that both parties feel sympathy
for each other. Another expert, who is active as a coach, pointed out that s/he could
hardly imagine meeting a coachee solely “over distance”. S/he emphasized the
importance of non-verbal cues within a conversation, which s/he believed can only be
interpreted right if “you know your communication partner”. S/he said that s/he
supported a coachee once, who moved abroad, and did coaching sessions via phone
calls and pointed out that the arrangement worked because they knew each other for
many years. In general, all experts agreed upon that they could not imagine that
cooperative processes could happen solely via an online platform. They would
appreciate at least one FtF meeting to kick off the relationship. However, some of
them could imagine that different kinds of video conferencing systems such as Skype
or FaceTime could be helpful in the beginning of the cooperative process.
Keep the Process Going. Besides establishing a first contact, keeping the cooperative
process going was considered challenging. In this context, a variety of different
aspects was discussed, specifically within the workshops, whereof we will highlight
the most prominent ones. Participants pointed out that communication is the driving
force for a successful cooperative relationship and that the platform needs to support a
way of communication that allows both parties to see and hear each other. In this
context, expectations about different communication channels were discussed.
Participants could imagine many different tools, e.g., e-mail, chat, or Skype.
However, e-mail was considered as problematic because “text could be easily
misunderstood” (P19). Therefore, tools that enable both parties to talk to each other
were clearly preferred. Any kind of video-chat was considered as an adequate option
when there is no possibility to meet each other in real life. Participants agreed on the
need to meet the cooperation partner at least once in order to get to know each other.
Apart from offering adequate tools for communication, the importance of addressing
upcoming problems right away, instead of breaking up the relationship, was
discussed.
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From the experts’ point of view, a major success factor (specifically within
coaching relationships) is creating awareness for the coachee’s progress. As the focus
is on one specific goal, the coachee might lose his/her motivation if s/he does not see
any progress. This stresses the importance of clearly defined goals. For this purpose,
framing conditions need to be set, for example, the frequency of appointments are one
of the success factors with respect to cooperative processes. Without defining the
framing conditions, it is hardly possible for the coachee to reach his/her goals.
We could also identify triggers that keep a cooperative process going. Most of our
potential providers of support pointed out that their motivation for becoming and
staying active in such a process is to experience that their profession and expertise is
still useful, even after retirement. This can be illustrated by the following statement of
a workshop participant: “I believe it’s a waste that my specialist knowledge and
experience that I have created in 46 years is not used.” (P12) The feeling of being
needed and contributing something to society were identified as major motivation for
potential providers to stay active.
Moreover, some participants pointed out that the success that arises out of a
relationship, i.e., seeing the progress when the protégé achieves his/her goals, would
motivate them to stay active. The motivation from receivers of support differed from
the motivation we identified among the providers. For receivers, the prospect of
acquiring new knowledge, gaining new skills, increasing one’s own value, and
learning new methods were identified as prominent. Overall, communication, clearly
defined goals, framing conditions, and motivation, were identified as important
factors in order to keep a cooperative process going.

4.3

Pitfalls that Hinder Cooperative Processes

Apart from the two major topics as discussed above, we could also identify pitfalls
that might hinder successful cooperation. These factors mainly address security and
privacy issues and ethical concerns, which we have already discussed partially.
Results from our workshops illustrate that participants are not willing to share
information when they feel that their knowledge is abused or that somebody makes
use of them. It needs to be clearly defined in advance how to deal with, for example,
IPR and how a respectful and esteeming communication and cooperation can be
achieved and supported on the platform. This is also closely related with the idea of
quality assurance, i.e., maintaining and establishing a high quality of information
exchange. Specifically, potential receivers raised concerns that information may not
be up to date. In this context, trust plays an important role. Receivers need to rely on
the best efforts of the providers and the accuracy of information. Finally, little or
missing communication was identified as a hindering factor to take part in a
cooperative process and tools that make the progress visible and, thus, motivate users
to engage with each other were considered important.
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4.4

Additional Insights

In addition to the characteristics of a cooperative relationship, the process and pitfalls,
we came to understand that older adults, who we consider as the providers on the
platform, could also imagine taking the role of the receiver. Older adults in the
workshop pointed out that they could imagine taking advantage, for example, from
the knowledge younger adults can provide (e.g., in terms of technology literacy).

5

Discussion

We will now discuss our results, using SCT as an analytical lens. This approach
allows us to reflect upon various requirements for social cooperative relationships.
We do not provide any concrete design ideas, but discuss important considerations for
establishing and facilitating relationships online. Following the conceptualization
from Coleman [11], we specifically focus on different forms of SC (e.g., expectations,
obligations, social norms) that can be considered as source for social action. We start
our discussion by reflecting upon the characteristics of successful cooperative
relationships.

5.1

Trust

The workshops and the expert interviews revealed that trust is an important
precondition for the development of successful cooperative relationships. From a
theoretical point of view, trust plays a central role within our discussion as it can be
considered as one of the major sources of SC [42]. It refers to the relational dimension
of SC [36] and reflects the personal and emotional attachments between individuals,
developing over time. Trust does not only facilitate communication and supports
access to parties for exchanging knowledge but also has a motivational character.
Relationships that are characterized by a high level of trust imply that people are more
willing to engage in cooperative actions [37]. We consider trust not only as important
precondition for collaboration, but acknowledge that collaboration can positively
contribute to trust [12]. Trust is also an important element with respect to obligations
and expectations within cooperative relationships, which arise from relationships that
are based on trust and that shape SC [11]. As already discussed in the beginning of
this paper, obligations and expectations facilitate reciprocal actions (i.e., the process
of giving and receiving) and positively contribute to SC.
Implication: Rich Communication. In order to address the need for trustful and
reliable relationships, we propose to facilitate “rich communication”. With this
terminology, we refer to media that allow, for example, to convey gestures or eye
contact and enhance the quality of communication [16, 38]. Apart from the media
richness perspective [15], we also refer to features and tools that make the progress
within a relationship visible and consequently enrich the communication within
collaborating parties.
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The platform will allow collaborating parties to regularly be in touch via videocommunication. Thereby, we aim at overcoming the virtual distance individuals
might experience when communicating through electronic media. Reducing this
distance facilitates trust and has a positive effect on mutual commitment and
motivation [34]. Moreover, we aim to enhance social presence through videomediated communication, i.e., the “sense of being with another in a mediated
environment ... the moment-to-moment awareness of co-presence of a mediated body
and the sense of accessibility of the other beings’s psychological, emotional, and
intention states” [5, p. 10]. This facilitates the feeling of closeness, which can be
considered as the foundation for the development of long-term and trust-based
relationships [24]. Furthermore, it positively influences the willingness to engage in a
cooperative action [36]. By reducing virtual distance and facilitating social presence
through video-communication, we aim at supporting the development of trustful
relationships in the absence of regular FtF meetings, which can be considered as one
of the biggest obstacles [36].
Besides video-communication, we aim to support and facilitate the relationships
mediated through the platform by providing an opportunity to make the progress
within the cooperative relationship visible. The progress could be a goal or a
milestone that has been achieved. In order to support this, we suggest, for example, a
kind of blog that is visible for the two collaborating parties and that allows to
document the most important steps within the relationship. If the collaborating parties
are living near each other, it will be also beneficial if users could meet each other FtF.
This can additionally facilitate the cooperation [39].

5.2

Expectations and Obligations

Participants of the workshop and our experts indicated that according to the role a
user takes on the platform, rules need to be defined, e.g., the frequency of meetings,
goals, or the tools users aim at utilizing when communicating with each other. This
addresses the need to clarify obligations and expectations. Within a coaching
relationship, these rules might be more concrete than within a mentoring relationship.
However, both forms of cooperation require these negotiation processes. Negotiated
rules can be considered as a form of SC, if they are based on a trustful relationship. A
provider, for example, agrees to invest two hours a week in supporting a receiver. By
providing the support, an obligation is put on the receiver. S/he will try to stick to
his/her bargain by actually working towards a goal that has been defined beforehand.
According to Coleman [11], this reciprocal process only works if relationships are
based on trust. Mutual benefits can only be obtained if both parties hold on to their
obligations. This, in turn, has a positive effect on trust [17] and potential users will
more likely engage in cooperative relationships if the rules are clearly defined.
Implication: Mutual Agreements. To address the need for mutual agreements, users
need to be supported via the platform to talk about their expectations and obligations.
We aim at developing a tool that encourages users to reflect upon their expectations
and needs regarding the collaborative relationship and to define mutual agreements,
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i.e., binding rules that define the framing conditions of the relationship. We aim at
encouraging users to reflect upon, for example, the trigger for searching for/providing
support on the platform, expected outcomes and professional impact, or needs and
expectations for the collaboration (e.g., How much time are the collaborating parties
willing to invest or at what time are they available?). Finally, mutual commitments
and agreements should be defined together. Therefore, the platform will provide an
online template that allows both parties to fill in their personal needs, and thereby
fosters the creation of their mutual agreement.

5.3

Social Roles, Norms & Sanctions

We also identified the requirement for clearly defined roles. In particular, participants
within our workshops raised the need for a kind of role description in order to become
active. They pointed out that they would need to understand the role of a coach or a
mentor. It was considered as a precondition in order to act appropriately as illustrated
in the following statement of one workshop participant (P3): “We need a code of
behavior that all users know the rules of the game, i.e., know how to interact with
each other properly.” From a role-theoretical perspective, taking a specific social role
(e.g., the role of a mentor) defines the room for action, as social groups have their
own set of norms for their members [29]. In contrast to the rules that arise from
trustful relationships and that imply certain expectations and obligations, norms need
to be understood in a larger social context [44]. Hence, there are rules that guide a
social action and that do not only apply between two cooperating parties but for a
social group, i.e., for users on the platform. This leads us to anther important and
quite powerful form of SC: social norms and sanctions that apply for a certain social
organization (see [11]).
However, not only the rules guide behavior but they also require identification, i.e.,
that users recognize themselves complementary to others [9]. If users identify
themselves with their role and follow the norms that apply for a certain group, this
will facilitate cohesion and will positively contribute to the stability of the social
group. This, in turn, positively influences closure and stability, which are two other
forms of SC [11].
Implication: Define the Room for Social action. We would like to discuss now how
we can support the development process of social norms, which are defining the room
for social action. First, as already mentioned above, the platform needs to support
users to define mutual agreements for their relationship. For example, the goals they
aim to achieve or the frequency of online meetings need to be defined. Although
social norms develop rather informally, the process of developing norms can also be
guided by explicit statements [26]. We aim at facilitating the development of norms
of behavior through rules that trigger social actions in a certain way. For example, the
registering process on the platform aims at encouraging users to indicate their
expertise, their interests, and the languages they speak. If only little or no information
is given, users should not be able to take full advantage of the service (e.g., searching
in the database for a provider of support). We consider this important, because the
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system cannot support the process of acquiring an appropriate communication partner
if insufficient information is given. Hence, following the rule of completing a profile
defines the room for action, i.e., allows a user to become active as a coach or mentor.
Therefore, we consider the matching of appropriate cooperation partners important for
the platform development.
Another social norm that is central for the platform is that providers are working
voluntarily for the benefit of their collaboration partner(s) and vice versa. The SC that
could arise from this norm of working free of charge is, for example, that providers
receive reputation. In order to support this, we aim at developing a reputation
reporting system. It can be considered as a valuable instrument to regulate the
adherence of norms and allows to predict future behavior. This in turn can encourage
trustworthiness [16].
We also identified two additional factors that seem to be important, which we
would define as structural conditions (e.g., adequate communication channels) and
motivational issues that trigger users’ social actions. We consider both factors as
driving forces that facilitate knowledge exchange and, thus, support successful
cooperative relationships.

5.4

Structural Dimensions of Social Capital

Our workshops and interviews revealed a variety of factors that keep the cooperative
process going and support working towards a common goal by sharing professional
knowledge (e.g., creating awareness for the progress, clearly defining goals). We
argue that the structural condition provides a framework for the cooperative process,
by, e.g., defining the frequency of appointments or the determination of milestones.
Participants emphasized the importance of “a good way of communication”, referring
to adequate tools, i.e., opportunities to exchange knowledge [36]. We argue that these
opportunities encompass devices (e.g., tablet, smart phone) or tools (e.g., e-mail,
video-call) for communication, which enable a quality of communication that
provides a variety of (non-verbal) cues. This, in turn, can reduce the virtual distance
and has a positive effect on cooperative processes as already discussed above.
Implication: Different Needs - Different Tools. Considering knowledge exchange
as cognitive dimension of SC, the given ‘infrastructure’ influences the development
of intellectual capital, “the knowledge and knowing capability of a social collectivity,
or as an organization, intellectual community, or professional practice” [36, p. 245].
This means that the provided communication channels have an influence on the
exchange of knowledge. Intellectual capital (as a form of SC) is created through
interaction. The tacit knowledge experienced (older) adults provide, becomes a form
of SC and creates value as soon as it is exchanged between individuals. This
emphasizes the importance of reciprocity within the relationship. Our target groups
(older and younger adults) might differ regarding their technology affinity. According
to the users’ needs, the required infrastructure might differ. Thus, the features on the
platform should be accessible via a variety of different devices (e.g., smartphone,
tablet, laptop). In particular, older adults might be restricted regarding their
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visual/physical abilities and often prefer a big screen whereas, younger adults might
prefer portable devices. We are aware that it is not only the tool or device itself but
how individuals use it [28] and their motivation to do so. This issue will be discussed
in the following paragraph.

5.5

Ideology

Our results illustrate that the motivation of all involved parties (both provider and
receiver) is a driving force that facilitates cooperative activities, i.e., knowledge
exchange. For providers, it was the feeling of being needed or contributing something
to society. For receivers, it was more the prospect of acquiring new knowledge that
motivates them to become active. In any case, the motivation arises from the
expectation that knowledge exchange creates value, either for oneself or for the
benefit of the society. Older adults expect that their engagement produces value for
society, whereas younger people expect to enhance their skills, resulting in
professional success. It requires the capability to anticipate that the exchange of
capital is worthwhile [36]. According to Coleman [11], the idea of acting for the
interest of someone else (other than oneself) can be defined as ideology and can
positively contribute to SC. Although Coleman mainly refers to religiously affiliated
ideologies, we consider ideology more in the sense of guiding principles that create a
sense of unity and, thus, create SC by imposing on the users, who hold on to the
demand, working towards the benefit of others.
Implication: Room for Network Activities. Thus, another challenge we aim to
address within the platform development is to motivate users (providers and
receivers) to become and stay active. Thereby, we consider the network as an
important component and aim to encourage discussions within the platform network
additional to the one-to-one relationships. This could be facilitated through, for
example, a kind of forum where users could exchange their experiences. Moreover,
we aim to encourage all users of the platform to report about successful relationships
and, thus, make the benefit within the overall network more visible.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Within the workshops and expert interviews we investigated requirements for the
success of cooperative relationships and processes in terms of knowledge exchange.
Through workshops, we captured potential users’ expectations, motives, and needs for
a plattform that allows knowledge exchange. To integrate the perspective of
professionals, we carried out interviews with experts in coaching and mentoring. We
reflected upon our results, using SCT as an analytical lens. This approach supported
us in better understanding and reflecting on participants’ requirements to exchange
knowledge and to build up mutual beneficial relationships. SCT allowed us to identify
facets of social cooperation we need to consider for the platform development. We
identified rich communication, mutual agreements, defining the room for social
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action, addressing users’ needs in terms of their technology affinity, and providing the
room for network activities as important implications with regard to the platform
development. Discussing our results through SCT proved valuable and allowed us to
understand the results in a broader context. Hence, it helped us to understand to what
extent the identified user requirements can be considered as facilitator of successful
collaboration, contributing to the development of social capital. We consider our work
as a first and important step towards the platform development. Additionally, this
work contributes to the discourse on how to support cooperative developmental
relationships (i.e., coaching and mentoring) and discusses requirements for the
platform development.
As a next step and future work, we will transfer the findings into concrete designs.
By actively involving our target groups in the design process, we aim at developing,
for example, tools that facilitate the negotiation of mutual expectations and
obligations to support a form of social contracting between a provider and a receiver
of support. Following a UCD approach, first design sketches and mock-ups will be
further evaluated and finally implemented on the platform.
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